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If your goal is to earn more money from your niche blogs and websites, read 

this report.

Copywriting is Not Just For 

Sales Letters Anymore…

A while back I was re-listening to an old John Reese seminar where he said 

“copywriting is the ONE thing I DON’T outsource”. And just the other day I 

was reading some blog post from another top marketer that said exactly the 

same thing.

So you might be wondering…

What does this have to do with me? 

(I don’t sell my own info products!!!)

…and that was my thinking as well since I’m a niche blogger… until I had an 

epiphany of sorts. 

At the time I never thought much about copywriting since I associated it 

with selling info products and such… 

The thought process didn’t really change until relatively recently. Up to that 

point I was outsourcing pretty much ALL of my content creation. 

Why?

Because, my thinking was that:
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    I just needed “some content” for my AdSense sites (at the time I 

was building 10 – 20 page niche sites)

    I just needed articles for syndication, i.e. article directory 

submissions… which meant they just needed to be “good enough” 

(not terribly high quality since they were just for linking purposes)

    I figured article writing was a $10 an hour type of work (which most 

of it is) and I could spend my time on more profitable tasks

    I felt self-conscious about my writing skills because English is not my 

first language (it’s actually my 3rd)

So you can see where my mindset was when I stumbled upon what John 

Reese said. And it was this recording that gave me a paradigm shift of sorts.

Because I was still thinking from an Adsense publisher’s perspective, i.e. 

throw up keyword optimized content, publish some articles and link to the 

site so that the search engines could find and rank it… with no regard to 

the visitor experience.

After listening to John’s recording it hit me… even though I wasn’t selling a 

"product", I was still selling the user experience.

In other words, my blog IS the product.

I needed the visitor to feel that it was worth their time to visit my blog and 

feel that I provided them valuable information. The side effect of this is that 

they will most likely take some type of an action on my blog.
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This meant I had to learn how to write compelling content for my site! And 

the only way I could really control the quality of the content (at first) was by 

me writing it.

So, I set out to learn more about good copywriting and testing to see what 

type of information people liked to see on my blogs. 

You could say that I finally bridged the gap between being just an “AdSense 

Publisher” to an “Internet Marketer” by understanding that one of the most 

important things one ought to invest time in learning is the art of 

copywriting (and this is true pretty much for any aspect of internet 

marketing these days).

Instead of taking a narrow minded view that copywriting is only for sales 

letters, I took a broader stance and implemented some of the “rules” to my 

niche sites. Content that keeps the reader on the page (or on your site) and 

to reduce your bounce rate while hopefully increasing the value per visitor. 

I’m by no means a great copywriter, but I have been studying copywriting 

quite diligently for the past couple of years and have narrow down some 

simple steps that I use to write this sort of content.

Below I’ll show you 6 simple steps for creating compelling content. 

Just remember, this is just ONE type of content you could use for your sites 

(and it’s one of the ways I create good quality content for my blogs). 

There’s obviously other ways to format content (which can convert very 

well) but that’s outside of the scope of this report. (I share other methods 

elsewhere that works very well as well).

Needless to say, as a niche marketer the most important thing when writing 

content is to keep your reader engaged and have them perform the desired 
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action, whether it’s to purchase a product via affiliate links, clicking an 

AdSense ad or what not. 

But for every piece of content that you create you need to have a 

“blueprint”. Copywriters have long used a formula for this, which I’ve also 

adapted for my ‘premium’ content on my blogs. 

Here’s the formula…

A-I-D-A

• A – Attention

• I – Interest

• D – Desire

• A – Action 

(if you’re using AdSense to monetize your site 

this won’t really be applicable)

Just knowing the formula can actually get pretty far when creating your 

content. But you also must know how a good article is structured. 

Generally speaking you are dealing with 3 major components to an 

article (that you’d post on your own blog):

 Introduction – Introduce the problem (preferably in a “story like” 

fashion)

 Body – This is where you actually answer the problem and provide 

people with solutions. This section could be multiple paragraphs. 

 Conclusion – Summarize what you’ve just written. 
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6 simple steps to more effective content:

1. CREATE AN IRRESISTABLE HEADLINE. 

While using your primary keyword is important in your headline for on-page 

SEO purposes, it is just as important that you pique the reader’s interest. 

Make them want to read your story. 

2. USE SUB-HEADLINE TO CREATE EXCITEMENT. 

In no more than two or three short sentences, expand on the benefits they 

are going to get out of your article and try to generate some excitement. 

This is where you can introduce the problem as well. 

3. TELL THEM A STORY 

People like to read stories. Expand on your sub-headline and write a story 

that introduces the problem. 

4. GIVE THEM A SOLUTION 

Give them an answer to the problem you raised in your introduction. 

Detail not only what the solution (or product) does, but how it’ll improve 

their life (by solving their problem). It’s incredibly important that you give 

them valuable information here. If you don’t, they may even hit the ‘back 

button’ on their browser instead of clicking on an ad.

5. USE BULLET POINTS! 

People LOVE lists! Give the reader at least three solid bullets you can in your 

article. If you’re writing about a product, you should try to focus on the 

benefits of your product (just like you would in a sales letter).
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6. SUMMARIZE YOUR SOLUTION & BULLETS 

Make sure your reader understands what the solution or product does. If 

you’re promoting physical products this is where you could hook them to 

take action and provide instructions on where to go to find product X.

There you have it! 

A winning article for your blog in 6 simple steps! 

Hopefully you can see how I tied in the AIDA formula and the 3 major 

components of article writing together in those 6 steps. If you didn't, have 

another look. 

Another thing to keep in mind is that your content should be visually 

appealing to the eyes. Make use of BOLD, ITALICS and SUBHEADS so that it 

looks good to the reader even if they’re just quickly scanning it.

But I don't know anything about what GOOD copywriting is!!!

If you have never seen “good copy” or been trained to write good quality 

content, it can seem to be a daunting process. 

Here are some VERY GOOD resources that I've used (and still use) to study 

up on good copywriting:
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1. Gary Bencivenga’s Bencivenga Bullets. Mr. Bencivenga is one of the 

most respected copywriters of our time and this is one of the BEST 

resources online for copywriting (in my book it’s tied with the next 

resource)

2. The late Gary Halbert’s The Gary Halbert Letter. A wonderful collection 

of Gary’s thoughts and teachings. Gary has been widely known as the 

"best" copywriter ever. The "Boron Letters", a series of letters that 

Gary wrote to his son, come highly recommended by many top 

copywriters.

3. Michel Fortin’s interviews of Gary Halbert and John Carlton (one of the 

best copywriters around), which can be found at Boost My Response.

4. Scientific Advertising   by Claude Hopkins – A copywriting classic!

5. My Life In Advertising   by Claude Hopkins (click on the links to the left 

when you’re on this site to view the book / pdf)

6. Jay Abraham School of Copywriting   – Here he discusses a cool way to 

leverage Amazon.com for copywriting

Study each of these and you are well on your way. 

TIP: I highly recommend that you practice writing by copying successful 

sales letters or the writings of famous copywriters.
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For instance I was taught to sit down and copy each on of the Gary Halbert 

letters in long-hand (using pen and paper). I’ve copied about 20 of them by 

hand now and still have ways to go… 

So, allot about 15 – 30 minutes or more EVERY SINGLE DAY to copy these 

letters (or sales copy) by hand. It is a sure fire way to get good writing hard 

wired into your brain.

All the best,

P.S. As soon as I made the switch to writing content in this fashion I started  

seeing immediate results. People immediately started spending more time 

on my sites AND my revenue started going up. I even noticed that I was  

even getting referral traffic from some of my visitors (which was apparent  

by the type in traffic that was showing up in my stats).

RESOURCES: 
How To Create Micro Niche Blogs – A step-by-step introductory guide

http://supersimpleblogging.com

Underground Niche Blogging Tactics

http://stealthblogger.com

Coming Soon – UnderCover Affiliate (The “Secret” to Info-Product  
Marketing with Niche Blogs)

http://UndercoverAffiliate.com
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Coming Soon – Magnetic Income (the List Building Blueprint – from 
Zero to Hero in 90 days)

http://MagneticIncome.com
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